
KAMULI CHILDCARE NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL, 
P.O. BOX 208, 
KYOTERA. 
 

13th April, 2020. 
 
TO  MIREMBE FOUNDATION   
 
CC THE MANAGING DIRECTOR, 

TUSAIDIANE (U) LTD. 
 
RE: RESOLUTIONS FROM THE VILLAGE MEETING ABOUT RELIF ITEAMS. 
 
           Following the outbreak of the COVID -19 in Uganda and the whole world, 
the chairperson of the village - Kamuli convened a village meeting on 11th April, 
2020 to forge ways on how people in the community are going to overcome the 
prevailing situation. 
           It is absurd and painful that ever since the government of Uganda 
announced the lock-down, many people in the villages are starving and have 
totally nothing to feed their people since most of them are cattle keepers 
whereby they face both quarantine of the people and also their animals. 
We came together to find a solution as a community to help needy people. 
Before resolutions were taken a task force was chosen which will be in charge of 
identifying the needy, collecting well-wisher items, collecting data of the most 
needy, distributing the food and giving accountability to the community.  
           Therefore, the village members in the meeting resolved the following: 

a) We have to contact well-wishers in the community for food supplies and 
already a few business people have committed to supply 200 bunches of 
matooke. 

b) We have to continue to follow up the request we handed in at the district 
for food supplies. 

c) A few better families were requested to provide 2kgs of beans and it will be 
distributed to the most needy. 

d) The LC1 also requested the community to work together and stay together, 
“help a needy neighbor in these trying moments"  he said. 

e) They have collected data of the most vulnerable people and it will be given 
priority when distributing relief items.   



f) The food must be distributed and used sparingly because the situation is 
very un certain.  

g) Accountability of food received by the committee will be given every week 
to create transparency  

h) The community was urged to continue with their agriculture because even 
after the shutdown food will be needed in the community 

i) Contact phone numbers were put up by the committee in case of an 
emergency 

 
In the meeting, members agreed that after collecting all the items, the 
village committee agreed to start food distribution with the most 
vulnerable families as they wait for more assistance. 

  
The LC1 concluded the meeting by thanking all well-wishers who have 
contributed to fighting the pandemic and requested every one to follow the 
government guidelines mostly of washing hands, social distance,  reporting 
any suspected cases and to stay home for their own safety and the 
community at large. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
……………………… 
KALANZI KIZITO 
HEAD TEACHER 
KAMULI CHILDCARE NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL. 
 
 
 
Deze brief kwam per mail en is daarom niet ondertekend   


